Information about the events for the commemoration of
The International Holocaust Remembrance Day
on January 27, 2011 in Lithuania

The events organised by Tolerance Education Centres around Lithuania

General information:
The commemoration events will take place in 15 towns and at 34 schools in Lithuania.

Radviliskis
Republican conference held for the TEC teams in Radviliskis Vaizgantas Basic School. Address: 29 Vaizgantas street, Radviliskis.
12 TEC teacher’s and student’s teams from 7 regions are going to participate in this conference. During the conference the TECs will introduce the projects about Lithuanian Jews community, its cultural heritage and tragic destiny, which are being implemented or were implemented some time ago.
A performance „Benjamin’s journey” will be shown at the end of the conference.

Vilnius
Vilnius Lazdynai Secondary School: public lesson “The sad history in the photos” will be organised for the 9th grade students. It is prepared with the materials from Yad Vashem methodological material “Auschwitz album”.

Vilnius Gerosios Vilties Secondary school: the students will visit The National Vilnius Gaon Jewish Museum and its exposition on the Holocaust. The stand will be created at school. The Shalom Aleichem Secondary School will organise the commemoration activities during the breaks.

VilniusVytautas Magnum gymnasium: during Lithuanian lessons and the lessons of foreign languages the poem “Vilnius” by Moshe Kulbak is going to be read. The students will visit Vilnius Ghetto site and stop at Moshe Kulbak’s house.
Vilnius Virsuliskes Secondary School: the exhibition of Samuel Bak’s paintings “Warsaw Ghetto” introduction and the discussion about The Righteous of the World’s nations, who saved this painter, will be organised.

Vilnius Uzupis Gymnasium: during the breaks the slide shows about the Holocaust will be shown. During history lessons the educational materials from Yad Vashem will be used.

The centre of blind and sighted students in Vilnius: the exhibition “The Auschwitz camp” and the film “The pianist” will be watched.

Vilnius Sauletekis Secondary School: the non traditional lessons “The history of Auschwitz concentration camp” is going to be organised. The film “The Pianist” will be watched.

Kaunas

Public Institution Kaunas Julijanava Catholic Secondary School: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

Kaunas S. Darius and S. Girenas Gymnasium: Auschwitz and Dachau concentration camp prisoner Victor Emil Frankl, an Austrian neurologist and psychiatrist as well as a Holocaust survivor, and his oeuvre will be introduced to the senior students.

Kaunas distr. Garliava Jonuciai Secondary School: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised and the film “Surviving History” will be watched.

Kaunas Versvai Secondary School: the film “Auschwitz liberation” will be watched. The new project on Vilijampole Ghetto will be introduced to the school community. The students will take part in the event organised by Sugihara house “Live memory preservation”.

Kaunas Jonas Jablonskis Gymnasium: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised. The students will read the articles about the Holocaust in Lithuania, in Europe, the documentary films will be watched and their content will be discussed.

Klaipeda district

Klaipeda Vezaiciai Basic School: the information stand about the Holocaust for the school community will be prepared, the documentary film about Auschwitz concentration camp will be watched, some articles from the book “The People and the Beasts” by Stasys Yla will be analysed.

Panevezys

Panevezys Balcikonis Gymnasium: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

Panevezys Margarita Rimkevicaite Technological School: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.
**Panevezys “Minties” Gymnasium:** during history lessons the documentary film about Auschwitz concentration camp liberation will be watched and the discussion with the students will be organised.

**Utena**

**Utena Aukstakalnis Basic School:** the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

**Utena Krastuona Basic School:** the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

**Kedainiai and Kedainiai district**

**Akademija Gymnasium of Kedainiai Region:** the lecture – lesson for the 11-12 grade students “Auschwitz - a horrible place of massacre” will be organised.

**Kedainiai district Krakes M Katkus Gymnasium:** the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

**Kedainiai Ausra Secondary School:** the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

**Alytus and Alytus district**

**Alytus Vocational Training Centre and Balbieriskis Mykolas Jeronimas Krupavičius Agricultural School:** the non traditional lesson “The burnt talk to us in our memories” is going to be organised. The exhibition of publications and drawings about the Holocaust is to be held.

**Alytus Ramanauskas - Vanagas Gymnasium:** ethics lessons for different student groups “Children in the Holocaust” will be organised.

**Siauliai and Siauliai district**

**Siauliai district Kuziai Secondary School:** the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.

**Siauliai district Kursenai Pavenciai Secondary School:** the lessons about Auschwitz concentration camp liberation will be organised.

**Ukmerge district**

**Ukmerge district Dainava Basic School:** during civic education lessons the documentary film about Auschwitz concentration camp liberation will be watched and the discussion with the students will be organised.

**Palanga**
Palanga Senoji Gymnasium: the film “Surviving History” is going to be introduced to the school community. The exhibition – lesson of drawings and sketches “The toy I would never leave…” for 9-10 grade students will be held.

Palanga Vladas Jurgutis Basic School: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims for the 5th grade students will be organised.

Raseiniai district

Raseiniai district Ariogala Gymnasium: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised. The information stand about the Holocaust for the school community with students’ essays, drawings and documental materials will be prepared.

Kretinga district

Kretinga district Piliakalnis Basic School: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims for the 5-6 grade students will be organised.

Prienai district

Prienai Balbieriskis Basic School: the non traditional lesson “The burnt talk to us in our memories” is going to be organised. The exhibition of publications and drawings about the Holocaust is to be held.

Plunge

Plunge Saule Gymnasium: the lessons for commemoration of the Holocaust victims will be organised.